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QUESTION 1

A new Mule application under development must implement extensive data transformation logic. Some of the data
transformation functionality is already available as external transformation services that are mature and widely used
across the organization; the rest is highly specific to the new Mule application. 

The organization follows a rigorous testing approach, where every service and application must be extensively
acceptance tested before it is allowed to go into production. 

What is the best way to implement the data transformation logic for this new Mule application while minimizing the
overall testing effort? 

A. Implement and expose all transformation logic as mlaoservices using DataWeave, so it can be reused by any
application component that needs it, including the new Mule application 

B. Implement transformation logic in the new Mute application using DataWeave, replicating the transformation logic of
existing transformation services 

C. Extend the existing transformation services with new transformation logic and Invoke them from the new Mule
application 

D. Implement transformation logic in the new Mute application using DataWeave, invoking existing transformation
services when possible 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Correct answer is Implement transformation logic in the new Mule application using DataWeave, invoking
existing transformation services when possible. * The key here minimal testing effort, "Extend existing transformation
logic" is not a feasible option because additional functionality is highly specific to the new Mule application so it should
not be a part of commonly used functionality. So this option is ruled out. * "Implement transformation logic in the new
Mule application using DataWeave, replicating the transformation logic of existing transformation services" Replicating
the transformation logic of existing transformation services will cause duplicity of code. So this option is ruled out. *
"Implement and expose all transformation logic as microservices using DataWeave, so it can be reused by any
application component that needs it, including the new Mule application" as question specifies that the transformation is
app specific and wont be used outside 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Hub is an example of which cloud computing service model? 

A. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

B. Software as a Service (SaaS) 

C. Monitoring as a Service (MaaS) 

D. Infrastructure as a Service (laaS) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3
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A team has completed the build and test activities for a Mule application that implements a System API for its
application network. 

Which Anypoint Platform component should the team now use to both deploy and monitor the System AP\
implementation? 

A. API Manager 

B. Design Center 

C. Anypoint Exchange 

D. Runtime Manager 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is designing an integration Mule application to process orders by submitting them to a back-end system for
offline processing. Each order will be received by the Mule application through an HTTP5 POST and must be
acknowledged immediately. 

Once acknowledged the order will be submitted to a back-end system. Orders that cannot be successfully submitted
due to the rejections from the back-end system will need to be processed manually (outside the banking system). 

The mule application will be deployed to a customer hosted runtime and will be able to use an existing ActiveMQ broker
if needed. The ActiveMQ broker is located inside the organization\\'s firewall. The back-end system has a track record of
unreliability due to both minor network connectivity issues and longer outages. 

Which combination of Mule application components and ActiveMQ queues are required to ensure automatic submission
of orders to the back-end system while supporting but minimizing manual order processing? 

A. One or more On Error scopes to assist calling the back-end system An Untill successful scope containing VM
components for long retries A persistent dead-letter VM queue configure in Cloud hub 

B. An Until Successful scope to call the back-end system One or more ActiveMQ long-retry queues One or more
ActiveMQ dead-letter queues for manual processing 

C. One or more on-Error scopes to assist calling the back-end system one or more ActiveMQ long-retry queues A
persistent dead-letter Object store configuration in the CloudHub object store service 

D. A batch job scope to call the back in system An Untill successful scope containing Object Store components for long
retries. A dead-letter object store configured in the Mule application 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization is designing a Mule application to periodically poll an SFTP location for new files containing sales order
records and then process those sales orders. Each sales order must be processed exactly once. 

To support this requirement, the Mule application must identify and filter duplicate sales orders on the basis of a unique
ID contained in each sales order record and then only send the new sales orders to the downstream system. 
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What is the most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) Anypoint connector, validator, or scope that can be
configured in the Mule application to filter duplicate sales orders on the basis of the unique ID field contained in each
sales order record? 

A. Configure a Cache scope to filter and store each record from the received file by the order ID 

B. Configure a Database connector to filter and store each record by the order ID 

C. Configure an Idempotent Message Validator component to filter each record by the order ID 

D. Configure a watermark In an On New or Updated File event source to filter unique records by the order ID 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/3.9/idempotent-filter 
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